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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the mutual coupling effect among antenna elements for
the downlink multiuser multiple-input-single-output (MU-MISO) is
studied. Different from conventional knowledge that the mutual cou-
pling effect usually degrades the system performance, a joint analog-
digital precoding scheme is proposed so that the system can benefit
from this effect. Linear precoding approaches are applied in the dig-
ital domain, while in the analog domain, convex optimization is ap-
plied to determine the value of each load impedance such that the
resulting noise amplification factor for the precoder is minimized.
Simulation results show that the proposed analog-digital precoding
schemes can achieve a significant performance gain over conven-
tional precoding approaches with fixed mutual coupling.

Index Terms— MIMO, precoding, mutual coupling, analog-
digital processing, optimization.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the past few years, multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)
techniques have proved to achieve significant performance gains
over traditional single-input-single-output (SISO) systems, and pre-
coding techniques that can transfer the computational complexity
from the user side to the base station side have been extensively
studied [1]. The capacity achieving dirty paper coding (DPC) has
been proposed in [2] to pre-subtract the interference before transmis-
sion. However, DPC is difficult to implement due to its impractical
assumption and high computational complexity. Therefore, subop-
timal non-linear techniques such as Tomlinson-Harshima precoding
(THP) and vector perturbation (VP) have been proposed [3]-[5].
On the other hand, linear precoding approaches are receiving an
increasing research attention due to their low complexity. Zero-
forcing (ZF) precoding scheme can provide the least complexity [6],
while the performance is far from optimum. Regularized ZF (RZF)
proposed in [7] can improve the performance of ZF by introducing
a regularization factor. A correlation rotation linear scheme is pro-
posed in [8] which exploits the constructive interference to further
benefit the system performance. Compared to linear schemes, while
non-linear approaches can provide rate benefits, they can be highly
computationally expensive. This is especially true when the number
of antennas increases [9]-[11]. Therefore, due to the complexity
benefits of linear approaches, we will focus on linear precoding
schemes in this paper.

Most existing studies on precoding schemes usually assume an
ideal antenna array, which means no spatial correlation or mutual
coupling is considered among antenna elements. Nevertheless, in
practice when the antenna spacing between antenna element is small,
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the spatial correlation and mutual coupling effect cannot be ignored
[9][12]. Experimental studies have been conducted to investigate the
spatial correlation [13]-[16], and the designs of precoding schemes
in spatially correlated channels can be found in [17][18]. The ef-
fect of mutual coupling on the system performance is investigated
in [19]-[21]. These studies have shown that the existence of mutual
coupling effect usually degrades the detection performance. In or-
der to alleviate this performance loss, mutual coupling compensation
techniques have been proposed [22]-[28]. In [22], by adding para-
sitic elements to the antenna array, a reverse coupling effect can be
formulated and alleviate the effect of mutual coupling. [23] proposes
a novel structure to suppress the mutual coupling effect by adding a
U-shaped microstrip, and has tested its effectiveness. In [24], the
mutual coupling effect at low-terahertz (THz) frequencies is studied,
and a mantle cloaking method is applied to reduce the mutual cou-
pling between strip dipole antennas. In [25], the mutual coupling
compensation is studied for both transmitting antenna arrays and re-
ceiving antenna arrays, where the calculation of the mutual coupling
compensation matrices is given. We note that most of the above
compensation schemes are not from a signal processing perspective.

In this paper, we propose a joint analog-digital precoding
scheme that exploits the mutual coupling effect among antenna
elements rather than compensates for this effect, to further improve
the system performance. In the proposed scheme, it is assumed that
each antenna is equipped with a tunable load impedance (for exam-
ple a varactor) such that the mutual coupling effect can be controlled
by tuning the value of each load impedance. In the digital domain,
conventional linear precoding is applied, while in the analog domain,
convex optimization is applied to facilitate the analog precoding. By
judiciously picking the value of each load impedance, the noise
amplification factor for the proposed precoder can be minimized,
and an improved detection performance can be expected. Realistic
constraints are considered for the optimization problems, and we
also discuss the practical implementation of the proposed schemes.
In the numerical results, it will be shown that with the proposed
precoding schemes, the mutual coupling effect can actually benefit
the system and an improved detection performance can be observed.

Notations: a, a, and A denote scalar, vector and matrix re-
spectively. E {·}, (·)T , (·)H , (·)−1 and tr(·) denote expectation,
transpose, conjugate transpose, inverse and trace of a matrix respec-
tively. ‖·‖ denotes the Frobenius norm and I is the identity matrix.
Cn×n represents n×nmatrix in the complex set and diag (·) denotes
the conversion of a vector into a diagonal matrix with the vector val-
ues on its main diagonal. < (·) and = (·) denote the real part and
imaginary part of a complex number, respectively.

2. DOWNLINK SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

A MU-MISO downlink system is considered where a base station
(BS) with Nt antennas communicates with K users simultaneously



and it is assumed that K ≤ Nt. Before transmission in the wireless
environment, the BS processes the transmit symbol vector with a
precoding matrix, and the signal vector at the receiver side can be
expressed as

y = HZx + n =
1

f
HZPs + n, (1)

where s ∈ CK×1 is the data symbol vector with the assumption that
E
{
ssH

}
= I and P ∈ CNt×K is the precoding matrix. x = 1

f
·Ps

is the precoded signal to transmit and f is the noise amplification
factor that ensures the average transmit power is not changed after
precoding. H ∈ CK×Nt is the channel matrix and we assume per-
fect channel knowledge for the BS. Each element of n ∈ CK×1 is
assumed to be the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero
mean and variance σ2. Z is the mutual coupling matrix at the trans-
mitter side that will be introduced in the following.

When the antenna spacing is small, the effect of transmit spatial
correlation should also be considered in the channel model. There-
fore, a semi-correlated geometric non-line of sight (NLOS) Rayleigh
flat fading channel model is assumed in this paper [9][12], where the
correlation is considered at the transmitter side. We then model the
channel as

H =
[
hT1 ,h

T
2 , ...,h

T
K

]T
, (2)

where hk ∈ C1×Nt is the channel vector for user k and can be
expressed as [9][12]

hk = gkAk, (3)

where each element in gk follows the standard complex Gaussian
distribution CN (0, 1) that forms the Rayleigh component. Ak ∈
CM×Nt is the transmit-side steering matrix that containsM steering
vectors of the transmit antenna array, where M is the number of
directions of departure (DoDs). We assume uniform linear arrays
(ULAs) in this paper, whereas Ak can be modeled as

Ak =
1√
M

[
aT (φk,1) ,aT (φk,2) , ...,aT (φk,M )

]T
. (4)

In (4), a (φk,i) ∈ C1×Nt is given by

a (φk,i) =
[
1, ej2πd sinφk,i , ..., ej2π(Nt−1)d sinφk,i

]
, (5)

where d is the antenna spacing normalized by the carrier wavelength,
and φk,i denotes the angles of departure (AoDs) which is assumed
to be randomly and independently distributed in [−Φ,Φ] with a uni-
form distribution.

In (1), Z ∈ CNt×Nt is the mutual coupling matrix, and we
can derive the mutual coupling matrix with tunable loads based on
[9][29] as

Z (zL) = [zA · I + diag (zL)] [Γ + diag (zL)]−1, (6)

where zA is the antenna impedance and zL =
[
zL1 , zL2 , ..., zLNt

]T
is the load impedance vector to be optimized. Γ is the mutual
impedance matrix and can be expressed as

Γ =



zA zm1 zm2 · · · zmNt−1

zm1 zA zm1

. . .
...

zm2 zm1

. . .
. . . zm2

...
. . .

. . .
. . . zm1

zmNt−1 · · · zm2 zm1 zA,


, (7)

where zmk denotes the mutual impedance of two antenna elements
with the distance of k · d. The value of zA and zmk can be obtained
by the induced electromagnetic-field (EMF) method based on the
antenna spacing d, shown in Chapter 8 of [20].

3. PROPOSED ANALOG-DIGITAL PRECODING

In this section, the proposed scheme is introduced based on the ZF
precoder where each antenna element is equipped with a varactor as
load impedance so that the mutual coupling can be controlled. The
idea is to manipulate the value of each load impedance by optimiza-
tion to minimize the noise amplification factor f of the precoder.
To exploit the mutual coupling effect, based on (1) we construct the
precoding matrix P as

P = Z−1HH
(
HHH

)−1

, (8)

which is based on the concept of ZF and can fully eliminate the
multi-user interference. Then, the precoded signal vector x can be
obtained as

x =
1

f
·Ps =

1

f
· Z−1Ws, (9)

where we denote W = HH
(
HHH

)−1
for simplicity and the noise

amplification factor f is given by

f = ‖P‖ =
√
tr (PPH). (10)

At the receiver, by incorporating (9) into (1), the received signal vec-
tor can be obtained as

y =
1

f
·HZZ−1Ws + n =

1

f
· s + n. (11)

Before demodulation, the received signal vector needs to be scaled
back to eliminate the factor f , and the rescaled signal vector can then
be obtained as

r = f · y = s + f · n. (12)

As can be observed, with the proposed precoder, the mutual cou-
pling effect is fully eliminated, while it still has an impact on the
precoding matrix and the noise amplification factor f . Therefore, by
optimizing each value of the load impedance, the noise amplification
factor f can be minimized, and a better system performance can be
achieved. Therefore, we pursue the following optimization problem

P0 : min
zL

∥∥Z−1W
∥∥2. (13)

To solve this optimization problem, we first study the inverse of the
mutual coupling matrix. Based on (6), Z−1 can be obtained as

Z−1 =
{

[zA · I + diag (zL)] [Γ + diag (zL)]−1}−1

= [Γ + diag (zL)] · diag (zT ) ,
(14)

where we denote zT =
[

1
z1
, 1
z2
, ..., 1

zNt

]T
and

zi = zA + zLi . (15)



By expanding (14), Z−1 is expressed as

Z−1 =



1
zm1
z2

zm2
z3

· · ·
zmNt−1

zNt

zm1
z1

1
zm1
z3

. . .
...

zm2
z1

zm1
z2

. . .
. . . zm2

zNt

...
. . .

. . .
. . . zm1

zNtzmNt−1

z1
· · · zm2

zNt−2

zm1
zNt−1

1


.

(16)
Then, by denoting

Θ = diag

(
zm1

z1
,
zm1

z2
, ...,

zm1

zNt

)
= diag (θ1, θ2, ..., θNt) , (17)

Z−1 can be further decomposed as

Z−1 = BΘ + I, (18)

where B is given by

B =



0 1
zm2
zm1

· · ·
zmNt−1

zm1

1 0 1
. . .

...
zm2
zm1

1
. . .

. . . zm2
zm1

...
. . .

. . .
. . . 1

zmNt−1

zm1
· · · zm2

zm1
1 0


. (19)

Finally, by substituting (18) into (13), the optimization problem is
transformed into

P1 : min
Θ
‖BΘW + W‖2, (20)

which is a least-square problem and can be efficiently solved by con-
vex optimization tools such as CVX and SeDuMi.

In practical implementation when we employ varactors as load
impedances, the real part of the varactors should be positive [30][31],
which adds to the constraint of the optimization problem in (20).
Based on (15) and (17), each load impedance zLi can be expressed
as a function of the variable θi, which is given by

zLi =
zm1

θi
− zA, (21)

and the real part of each zLi should be positive, which can be ex-
pressed as

< (zLi) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., Nt} . (22)
By substituting (21) into (22), the constraint can be further trans-
formed into

<
(
zm1

θi

)
≥ < (zA)

⇒< (θi)< (zm1) + = (θi)= (zm1)

‖θi‖2
≥ < (zA)

⇒< (θi)< (zm1) + = (θi)= (zm1) ≥ ‖θi‖2< (zA) .

(23)

Combining (20) and (23), the optimization problem with practical
constraints can be finally formulated as

P2 : min
Θ
‖BΘW + W‖2

s.t.

< (θi)< (zm1) + = (θi)= (zm1) ≥ ‖θi‖2< (zA) ,∀i ∈ I.
(24)

where we denote I = {1, 2, ..., Nt} for simplicity. With the convex
constraint (23), P2 can be efficiently solved. Then, the resulting
mutual coupling matrix is obtained based on (18) as

Z∗ = (BΘ∗ + I)
−1
, (25)

and the precoding matrix can be expressed as

P∗ = (BΘ∗ + I)W. (26)

Remark: Throughout the derivation ZF precoding scheme is em-
ployed, while the proposed scheme directly applies to other precod-
ing schemes by substituting W with other precoding matrix, and the
performance gains can still be gleaned.

4. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

Based on the derivation of the proposed techniques, it can be ob-
served that inline with conventional precoding techniques, the pro-
posed scheme requires the knowledge of H to perform the optimiza-
tion. However, we note that in the presence of mutual coupling,
based on channel estimation schemes we can only obtain Ĥ = HZ
at the BS. To extract H from Ĥ, we note that the mutual impedance
Γ is only dependent on the array structure and does not change, and
therefore Γ is typically known to the BS either by EMF method or
other experimental measurements such as boundary-value approach
and transmission-line method [20]. Before data transmission, we
can firstly set each load impedance to a specific value, such as
zLi = 50Ω, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., Nt}, where we denote the resulting load
impedance vector as z0

L and mutual coupling matrix as Z0. Then,
we estimate the channel Ĥ with the reference Z0 at the BS. With
Γ and Z0 known to the BS, H can be extracted from Ĥ, and the
proposed scheme can be applied.

Still, the proposed schemes require the adaptation of each load
impedance zLi dependent on the variation of the channels. There-
fore, adaptive impedance tuning approaches are necessary. In [32]
advanced semiconductor technologies have been introduced and
studied, where it is shown that employing semiconductor-based and
ferroelectric-based varactors can support a tuning speed as fast as
1-100 ns. An adaptive matching network can then be employed
based on an automated impedance tuning unit with ferroelectric
varactors to facilitate the proposed schemes. Moreover, the adaptive
load impedance for each antenna array has been employed in the re-
cent applications of electronically steerable parasitic array radiators
(ESPARs), where the radiation patterns of ESPARs are formed by
changing the value of each load impedance on a symbol-by-symbol
basis. The successful proof-of-concept experiments for ESPARs
have supported the design of the proposed scheme.

Therefore, based on the above the proposed schemes can be ap-
plied in practice and are mostly suitable for slow or quasi-static fad-
ing channels, where the channels change slowly.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed precoding scheme, nu-
merical results based on Monte Carlo simulations have been con-
ducted and presented in this section. The channel model follows (2)-
(5) and without loss of generality we assume the number of DoDs
M=50 and the angle spread Φ = π/8. The antenna spacing be-
tween antenna elements is assumed to be d = 0.25, and we denote
ρ = 1

σ2 as the transmit SNR. Apart from ZF based approaches,
RZF based schemes where W in (9) is substituted with WRZF =



HH
(
HHH + K

ρ
· I
)−1

are also simulated. For reasons of clarity
the following abbreviations are applied: “ZF (RZF) with MC” for
conventional ZF (RZF) precoding scheme with fixed mutual cou-
pling, and “ZF (RZF) A-D” for the proposed analog-digital precod-
ing scheme P2.
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Fig. 1. Bit error rate (BER) v.s. transmit SNR, K = 4, QPSK

Fig. 1 compares the bit error rate (BER) performance of the pro-
posed scheme with conventional ZF precoder with respect to the in-
creasing SNR for 1) K = 4, Nt = 4 and 2) K = 4, Nt = 6, where
QPSK is employed. As can be seen, conventional ZF precoding
achieves the worst detection performance because the scheme does
not benefit from the mutual coupling effect. The proposed “ZF A-
D” achieves an improved performance compared to “ZF with MC”
with an SNR gain of 4dB. For both schemes, the performance gain
over fixed mutual coupling becomes larger with the increase in the
number of transmit antennas.
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Fig. 2. Achievable sum rate v.s. transmit SNR, K = Nt = 4

In Fig. 2, the sum rate for the proposed schemes with respect
to the increasing SNR when K = Nt = 4 is compared with the
unbounded channel sum capacity, which is given by [2][3]

C = E

{
sup
G∈A

log2

[
det

(
I +

1

σ2
HHGH

)]}
(27)

where “sup” denotes the supremum function and A is the set of
diagonal K × K matrices with nonnegative elements that ensures
tr (G) = 1. When equal power transmission is allocated, G =
(1/K) · I. The achievable sum rate for each precoding scheme can

be expressed as R =
K∑
k=1

log2 (1 + γk), where γk is the received

signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) and can be obtained as

γk
ZF =

1

f2σ2
,

γRZFk =

(
K∑
l=1

λl
λl+Kσ

2

)2

f2
RZFK

2σ2 +K
K∑
l=1

(
λl

λl+Kσ
2

)2
−
(
K∑
l=1

λl
λl+Kσ

2

)2 ,

(28)
where λl is the l-th eigenvalue obtained from the decomposition
HHH = QΛQH . As can be seen from (28), the proposed schemes
optimize the value of each load impedance to minimize the noise
amplification factor f , and then the resulting received SNR is max-
imized, which leads to a better performance compared to conven-
tional ZF with fixed mutual coupling, which is validated by the re-
sults in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Achievable sum rate v.s. number of transmit antennas, K =
Nt, SNR=25dB

Fig. 3 presents the achievable sum rate with respect to the in-
crease in the number of transmit antennas and it is assumed that
K = Nt. As can be observed, significant performance gains can
be observed by the proposed schemes for ZF based schemes, and
for RZF based scheme there is also a capacity improvement. The
above simulation results have validated that the proposed schemes
that exploit the mutual coupling effect can achieve an improved per-
formance compared to conventional precoding schemes. The perfor-
mance gains are expected to be larger with Nt > K.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a joint analog-digital precoding scheme that exploits
the mutual coupling effect to improve the system performance is
proposed. It is shown that by equipping each antenna element with
a tunable load impedance, the mutual coupling effect can be con-
trolled and benefit the system performance. By judiciously selecting
the value of each load impedance, the noise amplification factor of
the precoder can be minimized by convex optimization. The pro-
posed scheme is shown to achieve a significant performance gain
over the existing ZF and RZF precoding schemes with fixed mutual
coupling, validated by the simulation results. A robust precoder for
the imperfect CSI will be the future research focus.
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